Researchers mine cache of Intel processors
to speed up data packet processing
8 July 2019
slices, which is far from efficient. Given today's nonuniform cache architecture (NUCA), the cachemanagement solution is invaluable, says KTH
Professor Dejan Kostic, who led the research.
"When combined with the introduction of dynamic
headroom in the Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK), the packet's header can be placed in the
slice of the LLC that is closest to the relevant
processing core. As a result, the core can access
packets faster while also reducing queuing time,"
he says.
"Our work demonstrates that taking advantage of
nanosecond improvements in latency can have a
large impact on the performance of applications
running on already highly-optimized computer
systems," Farshin says. The team found that for a
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"At the moment, a server receiving 64-byte packets
at 100Gbps has just 5.12 nanoseconds to process
each packet before the next one arrives," says coauthor Alireza Farshin, a doctoral student at KTH's
Network Systems Laboratory. But if data is routed
to the right cache slice in the CPU, it can be
accessed faster—allowing faster processing of
more packets, in under 5 nanoseconds.
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